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details: if the player saves in a way that has them get out of the game and reloads, or while playing on a server that saves and reloads, the player will respawn at their last checkpoint after death. this can be exploited by starting to run from a wall and reloading, then shooting the wall behind the
player while they are reloading. this will start them in a reload animation, which is glitchy as its not code for the full animation, and will be respawning them as if they had just died. details: the player can get trapped in a room where they can't exit, and the engine can still be heard running,
making it look like a player is still in the map. the player can get out of the room by using the door somewhere else. details: inside of the fledgehanger mission on level 18, if the player is near the 'truncheon' but too far from it, and if they choose 'warp to begin', and if they then spawn on the

'truncheon', they will appear on the platform next to it, rather than on the 'truncheon'. it is possible to call in two stealth bombers at the same time, using only one killstreak. to do so the player must be using precision airstrike, harrier airstrike, and stealth bomber as their killstreak setup. they
must then earn both the harrier, and precision airstrikes. then they must quickly use both bombing runs, and earn two more kills for the stealth bomber (an easy feat, as two bombing runs can cover most of any map) or one if the player has an 8 kill streak. then the player must quickly launch their

stealth bomber. if all goes well two should appear, one after another. the initial stealth bomber uses the bombing run used as the 9 killstreak. the second stealth bomber uses the bombing run of the precision airstrike. [5]
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c4 is a highly effective way to blow a hole in a brick wall and get a speed boost. the player needs to place the c4 charge close to the brick wall they are about to blow through, then jump into the hole and use their "jump" to boost themself up and over the wall. then, the player can rapidly shoot
through the hole to get a speed boost. the hole should be fully exposed and the explosion should be fully visible. the player starts a match on der riese and goes to the main hub area. they are then given the option to enter a tunnel heading east. once inside the tunnel, the player will see a large
opening that they can take cover behind. a door that leads back out of the tunnel will appear and automatically open. the player should then run and immediately jump on the other side of the opening. there will be a tall machine gun emplacement that is centered in the middle of the room. the

player will then start to kill the enemies around the machine gun emplacement. if the player uses a turret, it will slow down the machine gunners for a short time. there is a collection of crates to the left of the machine gun emplacement. in the mission liberation the player has to rescue the
s.a.r.m.s operative, she is quite difficult to rescue as she constantly guards the door that she is in. the player can use the bridge to get to the safe zone, but once they get near, the safe zone is locked. the player has to wait for the safe zone to be unlocked which may take some time, when it is

unlocked, the player has to get to the door with the s.s operative and open it for her to run off and get out of the safe zone. this glitch can be done on any difficulty or any map, however due to the map design, the player will only reach the s.s operative on the second floor. 5ec8ef588b
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